
E-STILTS
simple and ingenious



Inspired by stilts house – a pile dwelling that come 
with raised structure, and normally built over sand 
or above water, “E-Stilts” is created as our new 
leg. As found in Wikipedia, “Stilts” are pillars or 
posts to allow a structure to stand at a height 
above the ground, “E-Stilts” has come up to act 
as a desking system. Stilts house which is easy to 
construct and protect against nature elements 
of flood and earthquake applies to E-Stilts 
understructure. It act as a pile driver of strength 
on its foundation. 
E-Stilts act as a simple, ingenious, and adaptive 
bench, for entire range of application in open 
workplace. It is a re-configurable bench and 
suitable for any demands of office 
environment. On this basis, E-Stilts is offering a 
great flexibility to works across a wide range 
of configuration demands, from staff 
workstation to manager workstation and to 
conference table. 





LINEAR

L-SHAPED

 

Teams need places that allow them to see their 
teammates comfortably, hear each other clearly 
and share information easily in order to build social 
capital and the “shared mind” that is necessary to 
bring innovation to successful conclusion. E-Stilts 
design offers a comfortable place to work, focused 
and maximise interaction between each other. 

Versatile working scenarios with 
add-on table for additional 
surface space and storage unit as 
storage space for documents with 
modern style and simple 
modularity that delivers on form 
and functions.

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS :

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS :



EXECUTIVE

 

 

E-Stilts creates ecosystem with 
palette of posture-spaces that 
encourage people to sit, discuss, 
stand and move through their day, 
while supporting the different kinds 
of work they do and the multiple 
technologies they use.

120 DEGREE
A 120 degree planning design system 
can create higher workstation 
densities to optimise the office layout, 
that help employees engage and 
amplify the performance of people, 
teams and organizations. 

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS :

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS :



CONFERENCE 
TABLE

BENCH
E-Stilts bench was created 
to solve the challenges of 
today’s waiting places. A 
modular system that can 
be reconfigured in many 
ways for many 
applications.  

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS :

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS :



Unlock

Lock

E-Stilts table arm come with locking mechanism, to attach to table top without bolts 
and nuts with approximately 10 mm of free movement. This table arm also can be 

applied in Trendx Pro System. 

E-STILTS UNDERSTRUCTURES

E-STILTS Table Arm

E-Stilts understructure is available in 4 type designs , according to user requirements and office layout arrangement. 

Understructure 2 Understructure 4Understructure 3

Understructure 1

E-stilts system also act as height adjustable table to allow 
people to adjust the height of table from H675 to H825. 

E-STILTS Adjustable Leg



ONE SIZE DOESN’T FIT ALL 
In table top extension, E-Stilts can be extended in length of L150 and L300.  This table top extension function 
normally is applicable for conference table.  

E-Stilts table beam can be extended 
in length of L150 and L300.  

1400 mm

1100 mm

FLEXIBLE & EFFICIENCY RECONFIGURATION 



PRACTICE SOLUTION TO CATER MANY DIFFERENT NEEDS AND BEHAVIORS 
Add-on table without removing the existing table top. This table extension function normally is 
applicable for staff workstation in linear and L-shaped. 

Remove the end cap on existing table leg 
and add on the table beams on it. 

Cluster of 4 Understructure  

Add on

Cluster of 6 understructure 



WIRE MANAGEMENT

STAFF WORKSTATION

Manual regulation leg that can be 
adjusted by just using a screwdriver. 

Intelligent designed wire management solution makes E-Stilts neat and easy to route 
power and data up to worksurface. 
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E-STILTS Leveler

EXECUTIVE WORKSTATION
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Aluminium flip up door’s smart design 
allows user to open with the simple 
push of a button.

There is an optional way to route wires 
to table top, via E-Stilts table leg. This is 
ideal for executive workstation whose 
wire is small in capacity. 
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Aluminium wire tray drives wires 
underneath the desk and uses metal 
wire riser box for storing massive wires, 
creates effective wire management 
solutions in workplace.  
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Slant leg with table arm

OPTION

E-STILTS OVERVIEW

Slant and straight 
leg with table arm

Slant legStraight leg with table arm    Straight leg 

For MFC top For glass top 

OPTION

Basket Wire Tray Aluminium Wire Tray

D  WIRE TRAY
OPTION

E  WIRE RISER

Wire Riser Box
L220 x D160

Wire Riser Box
L350 x D160

Wire Riser Box
L500 x D160

i-Beam Wire Riser
L110 x D160

OPTION

IF Panel I-Beam Panel Glass PanelTrendX Pro Panel

C  PANEL
OPTION

B  TABLE ARM

A  LEG PROFILE 
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